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SCORE Recipients - Abstracts
Nathaniel Balmain
Southwestern Oregon Community College | Mentor: Aaron Coyner, Ph.D.
Using UV Event Localization to Constrain Magnetic Reconnection Geometry in Solar Flares
Hard X-ray and ultraviolet emissions in solar flares have been shown to be temporally correlated or complete
flare regions (Alexander and Coyner, 2005). For larger, more complex flares, the temporal correlation of the
full flaring region persists, however individual sources may be uncorrelated or only correlated to a portion of
the event. Emission evolves in a series of localized sources. One side effect of the sun’s plasma behaving like
a fluid, is magnetic field lines warp and bend. When these field lines warp, it creates a kink point, or an X
point, which serves as a magnetic reconnection site. When the magnetic field lines reconnect, it creates
X-ray emissions through the release of high energy electrons. When these particles are jettisoned, they slam
back down into the sun with an incredible force. This impact with more dense plasma creates ultraviolet
emissions in response. If these are correlated and coming from the same source, it is indicative of UV and
hard X-ray emission having the same physical origin, the flare reconnection event. We show evidence of an
event where the reconnection sites evolve throughout the flare. To prove our hypothesis, we created a
versatile code framework that is capable of data acquisition for the 1600Å and 1700Å wavelengths
specifically. Our code is also able to handle data from any wave lengths of the Solar Dynamics Observatory’s
Atmospheric Imaging Assembly instrument (Lemen, et.al, 2012, Pesnell, Thompson, & Chamberlin, 2011).
This allows for more complete pictures of the emission response in localized regions.

Haley Dean
Oregon Coast Community College | Mentor: William Lilley
Project Stardust: The Search for Micrometeorites in the Oregon Coastal Environments
A research project designed to develop and innovate successful techniques for the hunting and collection of
microscopic planetesimals known as micrometeorites, in the dynamic and mercurial environments of the
Oregon Coast.
Description of Execution: Seven sites were selected along the Oregon Coast to collect samples of aggregate
with neodymium rare earth magnets. These magnets were used to pick up materials that contain iron, nickel,
iridium, or other rare magnetized material with the idea that they will weed out potential terrestrial
imposters. All micrometeorite candidates found were placed in gem jars and mailed to Dr. Marc Fries, Cosmic
Dust Curator for NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, TX, to be imaged under SEM for final
verification once JSC reopens post COVID-19.
Outcome/Evaluation and Analysis of the Results: This research project was highly successful. Several
candidates were found and considered potentials. Out of 28, three were optically verified by Dr. Fries, but
still require SEM confirmation. Of those candidates, two are green glass (vitreous) micrometeorites (MMs)
and one faceted cryptocrystalline MM (aka “Turtle-back”).
Thoughts on Research in General: Research is the integral beginning to solving great mysteries of all things
unknown. It has been an honor to contribute to this field and refine techniques to successfully hunt for those
elusive little minxes called micrometeorites. I have partnered with OSU and OCC to continue supplying
Dr. Fries and NASA Curation with micrometeorite candidates.
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Anya DeCarlo
Portland Community College - Cascade Campus | Mentor: Brett Schaerer
The Effect of UVC Radiation on Tardigrades
Tardigrades are micro animals that inhabit a range of terrestrial, sea, and freshwater environments.
Ramazzottius varieornatus, a terrestrial tardigrade, exhibits the extraordinary capacity to withstand extreme
conditions such as ionizing radiation and UVC radiation. Hypsibius exemplaris, a freshwater tardigrade, does
not show high survivability, with the exception of tolerance to gamma radiation. The exact mechanism of
resistance is unknown, but desiccation and DNA repair and protection are largely responsible. In this project,
we studied the effect of UVC radiation on the freshwater tardigrade, H. exemplaris. Tardigrades were
exposed to a range of 0-2.5 kJ/m² of UVC radiation and monitored for 3 days post UVC exposure. We
hypothesized that H. exemplaris would have a lower survival rate after exposure to a higher dose of UVC
radiation. The results showed tardigrade survival and UVC treatment were weakly correlated as survivability
of tardigrades exposed to the highest dose of UVC radiation at 2.5kJ/m² was 1.73%. The results of our project
show that freshwater tardigrades do not exhibit extraordinary resistance to UVC radiation. However, it is
likely that a mechanism to resist radiation may still be present in the freshwater tardigrade, H. exemplaris as
evidenced by their capacity to survive high doses of gamma radiation.

Marisa Gonzalez
Portland Community College - Southeast Campus | Mentor: Alexie McKee
Investigating the Growth of Breathable Oxygen Producers in Cytherean, Lunar, and Martian Pressures
This project considers the applications of Lemna minoras a tool for human space exploration. A containment
unit capable of inducing both high and low pressures was designed. Due to the restrictions during the
COVID-19 pandemic, the experiment could not be carried out as planned. To compensate, literature review
was performed to investigate applications of L. minor for future research.

David Guarente
Portland Community College - Southeast Campus | Mentor: Eriks Puris
An Explorative Analysis into Mount St. Helens Volcanic Ash
As the 40th anniversary of the volcanic eruption of Mount St Helens in Washington State approaches, it is
important to remember one of the most catastrophic disasters to occur within the continental United States.
The explosion from the eruption carried ash as far away as Oklahoma and devastated homes, people’s lives,
agriculture, and livestock for several years afterward. This research investigated previously collected ash
samples from 1980 and 1981 analyzed with an SEM microscope to determine the size, sorting, and texture
of the ejected material in relation to the distance away from the volcanic source it was collected. Since
volcanic ash is rich in minerals, over time, agriculture and animal life can be enhanced especially if it is fine
ash and well-sorted. As distance increased from the volcano, the ash became finer and more beneficial to
agriculture. When the sample of ash had water added and analyzed again using the SEM, the fine as had
clumped into larger grain sizes created a more cohesive group of combined ashes. This could serve as a
foundation of nutrients for the enhancement of agriculture or the generation of life. Ash with the proper
nutrient concentration and in a proper mixture of water, heat, and gases could create conditions that are
essential for creating life on other bodies in our solar systems like Io, Titan, Enceladus, and Triton all of which
have volcanism could, therefore, create life in the future as it may have also in the past.
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Jonathan Lambert
Lane Community College | Mentor: Edgar F. Rosas, Ph.D.
On-Land Experimental Cultivation of a Nutritionally Dense Seaweed for its Human Consumption in Space
The purpose of our research experiment was to determine the fastest rate of growth, as well as the protein
and carbohydrate content of the nutritious seaweed Ulva under different salinity/nutrient ratios. We used
water mixed at 25, 30, and 35 ppt salinity along with a N : P : K, 17 : 8 : 22 nutrient concentration at 1x, 2x,
and 4x concentrations. We had 27 total experimental units of Ulva; three for each nutrient/salinity
combination: 1x nutrient concentration at 25, 30, and 35 ppt salinity, 2x nutrient concentration at 25, 30,
and 35 ppt salinity, and 4x nutrient concentration at 25, 30, and 35 ppt salinity. Our results showed that
experimental units kept in higher salinities may grow more rapidly than their counterparts, but our results
were not conclusive because of possible bacterial/fungal growth on the Ulva. We believe that this growth
caused some of our Ulva experimental units to become reproductive and start dissolving. Campus closures
due to the COVID-19 pandemic prohibited us from performing a spectrophotometric analysis to determine
the protein and carbohydrate content present in the Ulva. In conclusion, more research, with more controls,
is still needed to determine the ideal growth rate of Ulva.

Hayden Reinhold
Portland Community College - Sylvania Campus | Mentor: Eric Hall
Analysis of Electrical and Temperature Relationships for Rechargeable Batteries
The research project that I undertook was inspired by what I noticed from flying electric remote-control
planes and quadcopters, that temperature had a profound impact on battery lifespan and performance. I set
out to quantify this relationship by measuring the voltage and amperage output of different rechargeable
battery chemistries in different temperatures. I used two LED panels to act as a consistent load on the
batteries, which would drain the batteries and allow me to plot the voltage and amperage over the time that
they discharged. I tested Lithium Polymer and Nickel Metal Hydride batteries at 71, 41, and 1 degree
Fahrenheit. I noticed that the 1degree trials for both batteries showed a longer discharge time and a
decreased amperage and voltage output when compared to the trials done at 71 degrees. The 41 degree
trials showed very similar voltage and amperage output as the 71 degree trial but with an approximate
15%increase in discharge time. From the data collected it seems that these two particular battery chemistries
can discharge for longer as temperature decreases. The similarities in amperage and voltage output between
the 71 and 41 degree trials were too similar for both battery chemistries to draw any conclusions between
those two temperatures. Those two trials did however run at significantly higher average values than the
trials done at 1 degree Fahrenheit, indicating that at subzero temperatures battery performance can be
noticeably inhibited by temperature.

Philip Renaud-Tussey
Lane Community College | Mentor: Dennis Gilbert, Ph.D.
Simulation and Experiment of Normal Force Interactions in Micro-Gravity Environment
The purpose of this experiment is to identify the system of behavior in a stack of coins initially at rest in a
drop tower capsule then as it falls effectively becoming weightless. A video from the Portland State University
Dryden Drop Tower illustrates and documents the behavior of a stack of coins. In a microgravity environment,
even relatively simple systems exhibit behaviors, which don’t generally occur when gravity is a dominant
force, and their occurrence is often contrary to common intuition. The research conducted for this project
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used video analysis to create simulations to analyze and provide insight into this behavior. Situations
involving normal forces in microgravity seem to us to be an entry into important mathematical model
building for explicit understanding of these kinds of fascinating events. Our results from video analysis show
a consistent disturbance while the stack of coins is in freefall. As a result of collecting video analysis data and
creating a simulation to model the stack of coins predictions that my faculty mentor and I sought to explore
have found a basis for validation. Based on the video analysis and simulation for coins in the stack it is
definitive that a disturbance is created at the release of the drop capsule and normal forces play a role in the
system dynamics during weightlessness. The coins higher in the stack have a greater acceleration in the
simulation compared with the coins lower in the stack due to the normal forces from the coins below.

Briar Rogers
Portland Community College - Southeast Campus | Mentor: Julia Betts
Observing the Growth of Mung Beans Using a Martian Simulant Soil Medium: An Observational Study on
the Potential of Interstellar Agriculture
Space travel throughout the solar system is a widely unexplored phenomenon. There have been humans sent
to orbit the earth, and its moon, yet none to the most closely habitable planet, Mars. Human life on the red
planet is a potential within the next fifteen years, thus this makes finding a sustainable and reusable soil
medium an immediate need. This is why I chose a Martian regolith simulant as my soil medium for this study.
Using pH monitors, nutrient tests, and artificial lighting I researched the validity of the simulant soil as a
growth point for earth originating organisms. As this is an observational study, much information has been
passed over, and a second experiment will be vital to the development of not only the colonization of Mars
and other planets, but also to the field of interplanetary agriculture and trade.

Zackary Rood
Portland Community College - Southeast Campus | Mentor: Alexie McKee
Observing the Growth of Breathable O2 Producers in High and Low Pressure & Light Conditions
This experiment seeks to further understand the role of terrestrial aquatic plants in atmospheric composition
as it relates to varying pressure and light factors. Within this the idea to expand and explore Mars, our moon
and Venus are that of an enticing realm for those working under NASA mission and goals. Being able to
harness the exploration of these foreign worlds offers us many new scientific findings. To embark upon
introduction work that will aid future discovery, this experiment utilized a growth chamber which allowed
for changes in pressure and light as the specific terrestrial aquatic plant Lemna minor (common duckweed)
sought to grow. From this growth of the three varying environments; low pressure + low light, high pressure
+ high light, and earth like pressure and light, samples of the containment atmosphere were obtained and
tested for their composition. Unfortunately, the results were unavailable as the experiment was never
completed past the design stage. However, it was hypothesized that low light and low-pressure
environments will yield a higher increase in the growth of duckweed and therefore production of O2 and
consumption of CO2. This experiment was completed and designed by Zack Rood and Marisa Gonzalez with
Zack Focusing on Light perimeters and Marissa on Pressure parameters. The paper, like the proposed
experiment, focuses on both aspects as a whole as the experimental variables coincide with one another.
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Ryne Shelton
Portland Community College - Southeast Campus | Mentor: Lee E. Collins
Investigating the Efficiency of Hydrogen Fuel Cells as a Lightweight, Highly Efficient Alternative to the
Standard Alkaline Battery
Portable powered devices need to be clean, efficient, and renewable. This research article focuses on
identifying the obstacles preventing fuel cells from replacing the more prevalent mobile power cells that we
use today. Through testing and extensive research, the efficiency gap between hydrogen fuel cells and
alkaline and lithium batteries was established. Major complications involved with scaling down Solid Oxide
Fuel Cells to meet the criteria demanded from modern devices were appropriately addressed. The necessity
of extremely high fuel pressure to sustain efficiency proved to be problematic considering the dangers of
10,000psi being held inside one's hand. Additionally, mass transport presented the next major obstacle which
was delivering and removing high pressure liquid and gas about the device. Though energy systems being
used in most devices today are fairly reliable and efficient their safety is in question, particularly ecologically.
As we push clean energy into new applications hydrogen fuel cells have seemed to take the lead. This
technology has been implemented into space shuttles, cars, and even large-scale power plants. With this
technology's advantage of running off hydrogen an abundant resource and producing water as its only by
product coupled with its high efficiency ratings it shows great promise in meeting the ever-increasing need
for energy and demands to do so clean and efficiently.

Ethan Stouder
Portland Community College - Southeast Campus | Mentor: Julia Betts
A Broadened Understanding of Plastic: Popular Misconceptions, Current Research, & Innovative Solutions
to Plastic Waste
Originally sparked by an interest in reducing plastic waste via mycoremediation, this study was developed to
explore the application of Pestalotiopsis Microspora to polyurethane-contaminated soil and theorized
reduction of plastic waste. Such processes would be invaluable when considering the necessity to maintain
life-sustaining systems for space travel with minimal material waste, and are also important for the health of
our planet. Through further investigation, many inconsistencies in popular science about mycoremediation
led to a need for more accessible science communications in this field. Due to the global pandemic, research
transitioned from a potential benchtop experiment on landfill fungal populations to an extensive literature
review, and the foundations of a comprehensive depository or database of information for future use.
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